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From the Editor

By Bilal KARGI

Dear Scientists and Researchers,

The Journals, which started with Journal of Economics and Political Economy and now are continuing their publishing activities under KSP Journals work continuously to take a prestigious place in economy field as a comprehensive journal group. The basis of those works was built with a powerful editorial board; continued with the precision to publish different types of articles and sustain with implementing a disciplined and serious publishing policies without having any exceptions. At the same time, it prepares a work division structure among the journals which will be announced to scientific community in very near future.

KSP Journals continue to make attempts to have cooperation with the world’s leading publishers. This cooperation is subject to present new published books; therefore it is aimed to present qualified articles in the literature to the readers in addition to announce new books. Moreover, KSP Journals intend to create a specific “economy agenda”.

KSP Journals are published with the 50-60% acceptance rate of presented articles.

The active policies that we have against plagiarism are found very effective to bring a halt to such attempts. The idea of making public the plagiarism reports is very effective in that. However, plagiarism attempts are being continued and KSP Journals are highly decisive on sustaining its precision against the plagiarism. Furthermore, we started to utilize Turnitin and Grammarly structures in addition to iThenticate.

You can find accepted articles from all around the world in these first editions of 2nd volume. In such a way, the rate of article acceptance is covered and intended to have a meaningful distribution rate among the continents.

Our first journal JEPE is announced in the 1291st page of the 52nd volume of the Journal of Economic Literature which is one of the most reputable journals of American Economy Institution. As far as I know, this is a valuable success which has obtained firstly by KSP Journals from Turkey. Moreover, KSP Journals are accepted to the biggest Chinese index CNKI in which there is not any Turkish journals, and we started indexing in it. Additionally, we continue to make connections and attempts for indexing with many other well-known indexes. KSP Journals are looking forward to apply for SSCI and Scopus indexes in a time that is already planned.

The OJS structure that we get used to utilize is being used in the most effective means and is aimed to make readers’ attention alive as making updates weekly.

The preparations for JEPE special edition are continued. Dr. Gütin Güür and Dr. Umut Omay from Istanbul University make favor as contributing the processes as being guest editors for this special edition.
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Our journals will have been in cooperation with 3 different congresses since 18 March 2015. With this cooperation, the selected texts from the reports which are presented during the congress will be evaluated based on the KSP Journals policies and will be published in the suitable journal. We rapidly continue to make cooperation attempts with different congress.

I present my respects as wishing these new editions of KSP Journals will be enlightening and stimulating for readers and all the science community.
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